
1' so amazed that I felt campeWd to write a behinbthe-scenes 
detail pi-, s m l d n g  I h m t  don-e In many years. 

Ha- Under the brilTiasrt cri;atiW leadership of Robert Lepage and 

ie of the vertical battle scenes under 
the C h u g  team, the techndogy h /d is completely at the sen 

eck Above r~ght: The Sand Clifi deck ice of the art. Whib cmtainly could be calW a spectacle, it 
certainly k not a case where the techneEogy trumps the art, like 
one of those depressing high-concept special-effects action 
movies. In many ways, KA is an example of the kind of show I'V 
been hoping would exist--and have been advocating for-for 
many years, because the performers are often in control of the 
technology, rather than the other way around, and the technol~ 
gy is integral to the performance, not a gimmick. In KA, the tech- 
nology allows the show to connect with and reach the audience, 
extending the performance; it doesn't get in the way. 

Scenic Automation 
There is no stage in KA. There is simply a huge pit, from which 
enormous performance spaces rise, descend, track, tilt, and 
swivel. The scenic elements were conceptualized by Mark Fisher; 
the Tatami Deck and the Gantry were designed by the entertain- 
ment team at the Mclaren Engineering Group in West Nyack, 
New York, starting in late 2002; Mclaren also engineered the 
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w mt~ff @"PBY~. ASW 

2 the Sand Cl~ff  DBGk IWf.  T 

made by Timberland Industrim 

slide, swing between, and catch them 

and trmber harvesting equ~pment, when the Sand Cliff Deck ts vertid. 

giant wlnches and other huge mecha Many performers slide more than 60' 

nlsms. The whole torque tube assem- ?>I.;'- 
! bly and arm gets I~fted, says r ,I 

be the longest cylinders 
duced ln North Amerlca-a 70' Some falls are so extreme that air 

stroke. When they are fully 
the cylinders are 145' long. 

1 - L - cylinders are so massive that they . "  = 
In one stunning scene, the Sand 

must only ever be in tens~on-if put Cliff Deck is covered wlth "sand;" 

under a compressive load, they might then the deck IS raised before our 

buckle.The cylinders were made by The Sand Cliff Deck eyes and the sand pours off. Real 

Parker, of Cleveland, Ohio and sup- The 80,0001b. Sand Cl~ff Deck was sand was orlgrnally considered but 

plled (with the rest of the hydraulic manufactured by Tomcat USA in abandoned, due to we~ght and dust 

system) by Atlantic Industrial Midland, Texas, Langue vue Scenique issues. The team considered walnut 

Technologies, of Islandia, New York, of Montreal, according to Tomllnson, shells and SantOpreney but eventually 

working in conjunct~on wlth GS-Hydro "supervised the artistic treatment of The material is 

U.S. Inc., of League Clty, Texas. Even the playlng surface by Tomcat staff." On the edges Of the deck by 3" "flip- 

getting the cylinders to the slte The deck is over 6' thick, and, pers," run by 18 electrical actuators, 

pravfld a Challenge. "We had to get according to William Gorlin, McLaren which are retracted when the material 

spm'al trww fabricated," says Engineering VP, consists of, "a steel is 

~c-n's--i&egratlon project manag- primary truss structure that bolts to 
er, Jay Reichgott, "just to support the the slew ring. Mounted to that steel The Tatami Deck 

75' hydraulic cylinders during transit." structure is an aluminum outer struc- The 30 30', 7530001b. Tataml deck is 

lightinQ&Sound America 



redundancy there." 
Sand Cliff Deck. The Tatami deck Is ctyw the primary command network, 
supported by a giant, 65' long, two- which is Ethernet, and the MaxislD - drauUc Control 
stage "drawer slide" mechanism, internally positioning drives connect While the Stage Technologies system 
which is tilted at a 4" rake towards to the node PLCs over ProfiBus. A provides overall control of the 
)he audience from its anchorage separate high-speed deterministic scenery, the hydraulics control is han- 
upstage, with 45'-6" of cantilever. network is used for synchronization. dled by Tisfoon Ulterior Systems, of 
The Tatami deck and mechanism is The crew uses four desks during the Raleigh, North Carolina, using a Delta k - actuated by 75 and 150 HP electric show, with a fifth backup in the event Tau motion-control system as a basis. 

motors, and was built by Show- of a failure, and, happily, we have had "We provided Tisfoon with a spec at 
Canada in Montreal, with scenic treat- no desk failures to date. In addition, the beginning of the project," explains 
ment again by Longue Vue Scenique. we provide a local backup network Taylor, "to enable us to make it mimic 

with a completely independent path standard axes [in the Nomad control 
Scenic Automation Control for controlling axes via a hand held 

Controlling all this scenic automa- HMI in a crisis. In the worst case, In this work light shot, the massive Sand 
tion equipment was the daunting during the climb scene using the Cliff deck is at about mid-height, wlth the 
challenge taken up by Stage pegs, we could be running 90 axes at Tatami deck retracted upstage. 

Technologies, which has offices in 
and Vegas. The 'Ompa- tntlp * p ~ O . I T ~ ~ ~ S ~ T T R I ~ \ I ~ ~ I  v ---- 

ny's Nomad system for Id controls 
over 40 arbor winches; 16 high-speed I 

winches for the performers in the bat- 
tle scenes, each axis with individual 
mdia control; five lifts controlled by 
26 motors; a giant bird flown over the 
audience, controlled via five 2,2001b 
amhw with Mngs flapped by per- 
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:L~~&nblo@es. ~ ~ d h  af h 16 pa* 
~fflme~+-$ controls hb & movement 
Zh,rzwgh a radio canird, with the 
t m i i n e r  in hh costume, using a 
handset oontroller, "The winches"', 
explains Stage Technologies' Taylor, 
'We capable of running at up to 14' 
per second, and accelerating and 
deceterating in .75 seconds. The 
radio units are a standard component 
supplied from Germany, meet the 
very highest standards, and, in the 
event of [interference], shut down to 
prevent unauthorized movement." 

Malcolm McLaren, summing up 
the team's experience on KA, says, 
"When the Ford Motor Company 
releases a new car, they design it, 
test it, crash it, run it around the track 
a few thousand times, tweak it, alter 
it, and value-engineer it. We have to 
build one prototype and it has to 
work, with time and budget con- 

McLaren's schematic view of the Gantry load balancing is a closed-loo~ sys- strain& It's not easy, and the tricks 
Crane mechanism and bracing structure. tern 0, top of the regular positioning just keep getting bigger and bigger." 

loop. This system uses the load ceil 

system]. The operator can instruct the information from the four cylinders to Projections 
axes to move to a different dead [tar- lead Or lag an upstage axis @Iative to One of the most groundbreaking 
get position] at a different speed for for proper load balanc- aspects of KA is Holger F6rterer1s 
every cue as he SO wishes." The ing." The Tisfoon system incorporates interactive projetion design. "1 
Tisfoon system takes it from there, a "VCR" feature, where all data relat- attempt to express poetry, emoti~n, 
and also provides a local controller so to the Wstems is logged and content in the language of rnath- 
that the hydraulic systems can be run eveb' lmms for 24 ematics m d  algorithms," he explains. 
independently af the Nomad. To pro- h O u ~ ;  if a problem precise "This is my arYrstic language, and the 
tect the cylinders, the Tisfoon system is later availab1e for trou- result on-&age is referred fo 'aug- 
provides "a ~fosed Iaap 'charge-up' bleshooting. One wanted to be menfed reality.' We do n& use any 
of fhe T ( J ~  side- of t b  cylinder before the one ta flip the switch the first red ~,ideo h g b p  in the i~Gqery of 
releasing thpr. by-" siplains the says P i r d e h t  M~Y In the g~dq&g+aJJ i m ~ w  -.per- 
hmfa@ny's pr&&&-and ~hie f  soft- jest. system was so 
wragmafinBr&ir -h. ems W I ~  massive that there ww ncr mom 

imswm mp the ~ ~ ~ O n a l  for error. I was not only the developer, 
but became the de-fact0 operator, as -w&that them is dl% rad &tde 
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ll#p&&;#&,tOT c ~ ~ ,  ers fall off and "drown," descending 
' - -. 

almost the entire stage space, fol- 
lowed by a trail of bubbles. Forterer is 
tracking the performers, creating the 

8 W '  
I ! '  bubble images m real t~me and pro- 

crash it, run if ~rountt%e tram a tew tnousana jecting them onto the scrim. "Here, 
we are uslng camera tracking," 

times, tweak it, alter it, and value-engineer it. explains Forterer. "We are l~ghting the 
actors with invisible Infrared LED 

We have to build one prototype and light. The IR camera acquires their 
. . movement through a scrim onto 

which we project the bubbles. The 
use of infrared light is necessary to 
avoid feedback of the projected 
image into the camera and be able to 

. . . - - 7  
light the scene brightly without the 

Bl"lkl audience noticing anything. My track- 

.<, ' . er picks up movement in the scene 
. I .. 

4 '  :! ' ;.. 
L .  - . .  ' 

and generates bubbles based on the 
size and motion of the objects caus- 
ing it. This is one of the scenes where 
projection helps in telling the storv." 

Scenic Interactions 
In "The Climb", "The Blizzard," and- 
the most astonishing scene of the 
show-''The Battle," Fbrterer not only 
tracks the performers themselves, but 
Gan sense how they are interacting 
with the scenery. For example, under 
the Taraflex performance surface of 
the Sand Cliff Deck, are sensing tiles 
manufactured by Les Ateliers 
WumCiques of Montreal, which turn 
the entire deck into (to overly simplify 

[ -. f ~ r  the purposes of explanation) a 
: .@ant tmtchscreen. Forterer uses this 

. _ ,?- f w m  "., to create graphical waves & 4 

dkolorenls schematic view of the enonnous .. , - '$&at Deck adraws slide* mechentsm or to  create interactive 
IF 8- 

*.- ' a  , - that they must dodge. 
-i?- . . 

refers exp 
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only be slightly different 
tic, but also on the tech 

Projecting it All 
Three converged Barco 
DLP projectors are used to give the 
required brightness and project from 

1. 

the back of the auditorium to create ' 

a canvas across a large part of the -'j 
performance area. "Theoretically, we 1 
could project onto any moving sur- I 

ie air. The deck is literally able to the various systems, and potential face within the show," explains 1 

lense' the proximity and presence of encoder error, Forterer says, "We Forterer. "We are using different con- 
. ie artists to and on the surface. The actually use an adaptive physical vergence files [which call up different 
maximum sensor depth is approxi- model that predicts the position of projector settings] to take care of the 
lately 4". So it makes a difference if the stage into the future and smooths depth ranges. We are also using 

you are very close to the surface, tip- those values correctly to avoid both dousers in ng scene to 
toeing, or sliding across it at a certain lag and jitter, so we're always on. 1 avoid hard ideo black 
distance." JT Tomlinson, Cirque's was surprised myself to see this work resulting of the coupling, and to be 
head of automation, adds, "The sens- smoothly after punching in the maths able to kill all pmjeotian in an emer- 
ing tiles system detects performer for a month, but I think we mastered gency.' Nl pprolscticm on the main 
locations on a 6" grid pattern all 
across the deck and can simultane- b 
ously report every one of those coor- 
dinates, at 60Hz, via Ethernet." 

With all that imagery created in 
real time, Forterer then projects it 
onto real, physical, three-dimension- ; 
al, moving scenery, and the approach !$ 
is so effective that many in the audi- - - 
ence won't even realize they are 
looking at projections. To accomplish 
this, Forterer must track the move- 
ments of the scenery exactly. The ! - - ,  . - . .  , . 

projection systev "listens to posi- . . 1 -  
I 

tions that multicast out through the &rd&&if F 
Nomad system," explains Kevin 
Taylor, Stage Technologies directDr of 
electrical engineering. 'The positions 
from this system are sent every 

;'I 
50msec, and because of the &a d 1 '  



rnoVfng stage use @I3 modeling, "but ing if projections shou~a fail-an" " 15 
we use a techniqM [gimilar to] the 
bubbles in the drowning scene to still ready to go." 

say that KA is now Mecca for any- 

in the system. "We have g m t e  imagery interactively, art and technology for live perform- 

rlgger sound effects as well. ance. You should make the pilgrim- 

ng show control systems on its down $150 for the ticket, as I did. 

link," according to Deans, who has imagination and resources to exceed 

" put. This would be much faster than for more than 10 years. (John Huntington is an Associate 

the operator could diagnose the Rigid, time-based control is what Ente*ai~ment 

problem and react by himself." most people think of when they think at NYC of 
The front end for the system is of show control, and this approach Technologx and is author of the first 

actually a lighting desk, and, says has become routine in many shows book On etlfe&?inment and show 

Forterer, "we are not connected to today. However, the distributed and for Live 

the rest of lighting, to avoid both sys- inte~active interconnection seen on Entertainment. He can be rez~ched 

tems going down at the same time. KA and other recent projects is an his company at 

Luc Lafortune prepared backup light- even more interesting and powerful hff~://www.zircOndesigns.com/-) % 




